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ABSTRAK 
 

 

 

Pada masa kini, penggunaan CNC adalah sangat penting dalam industri perkilangan 

terutamanya bidang automotif, aeroangkasa dan pesawat. Penggunaan mesin CNC ini 

adalah untuk menghasilkan pelbagai produk yang berkualiti berbanding dengan proses 

operasi manual. Terdapat konfigurasi mesin CNC yang terdiri daripada berbeza system 

paksi dan pusat pemesinan. Apakah jenis mesin CNC yang dapat menghasilkan produk 

dengan lebih tepat? Tujuan kajian ini adalah untuk membandingkan ketepatan lima 

paksi serentak mesin CNC dan sembilan paksi mesin CNC. Cara simulasi telah 

digunakan untuk mengawal mesin CNC dalam proses pemesinan lanjutan CAM. 

CATIA V5 telah digunakan sebagai simulasi pemesinan perisian CAM untuk 

menghasilkan strategi pemotongan dengan penggunaan komputer sebagai proses 

simulasi pemotongan sebenar. Rekabentuk rim kereta BMW dihasilkan dengan 

penggunaan kedua-dua mesin CNC. 3D sanner digunakan sebagai alat pengukuran 

dimensi terhadap hasil pemesinan lalu menganalisis keputusan geometri. Hasil kajian 

ini adalah 5-paksi pergerakan mesin CNC yang lebih tepat dari segi ketepatan 

permukaan berbanding dengan sembilan paksi pergerakan mesin CNC. Tetapi dari 

segi masa pemesinan, sembilan paksi pergerakan mesin CNC lebih cepat daripada 5 

paksi pergerakan mesin CNC. Terdapat beberapa perkara yang perlu diperbaiki untuk 

meningkatkan kebenaran hasil kajian ini ialah menambahbaik mesin setting, CAM 

setting dan analisis. 

 

Kata Kunci: 5-paksi pergerakan mesin CNC; sembilan paksi pergerakan mesin 

CNC; Rim kereta BMW; CATIA V5; Ketepatan permukaan Masa 

permesinan 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

Today, the application of CNC machine in manufacturing production are important 

especially automotive industry, aerospace industry, and aircraft industry. The usage of 

CNC machines in these all the fields were able produce the parts more accurate as 

compared to manually operations process. CNC machines consist various of 

configuration with the different type of axis system and machining center. The aims 

of this paper describe the comparison accuracy of the five-axis simultaneous CNC 

machine and nine-axis turn-mill CNC machine. CATIA V5 is used as CAM simulation 

advanced machining software to control CNC machine and compute the tool cutting 

path strategy as simulating the real cutting process. BMW car rim design machining 

by using these two CNC machines respectively. 3D scanner was chosen as the 

equipment for measuring the physical geometry dimensional accuracy of the 

machining parts. Then analysis process to the results of the geometry parts. The result 

of this study is in 5 axes simultaneous machine more accurate in surface accuracy as 

compare to nine-axis turn-mill CNC machine. However, in term of machining time 

turn-mill will be faster than 5-axis simultaneous milling machine. There were several 

things that needed to improve in result is the machine setting, parameter setting in 

CAM program and analysis software setting. 

 

Keywords: 5-axis simultaneous CNC machine; Turn-mill machine; BMW Rim 

wheel; CATIA V5; Surface accuracy; Machining time 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background 

 Accuracy is most important in all the fields. For manufacturer, production 

department produces the accuracy part products which fulfil customer requirement are 

most important than to hit the quantity part customers demand. Inspection department 

will reject all the parts with failed to maintain the accuracy which customer demand. 

The manufacturer will bear all the loss from the material cost, machining cost, and 

non-value added which is setting cost. To maintain dimension of accuracy is very 

challenging since there were many error will cause the error. The common error occur 

is human error. Nowadays, manual machine is replaced by Computer Numerical 

Control (CNC) machine to reduce the human error and improve the productivity of 

manufacturer due to CNC machine is more accurate and high efficiency. Computer 

Numerical control (CNC) is one in which the functions and motions of a machine tool 

are controlled by means of prepared program containing code alphanumeric data. CNC 

can control the motions of the workpieces or tool, the input parameters such as feed, 

depth of cut, speed, and the functions such as turning spindle on/off, turning coolant 

on/off. Computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools have been developed over 

the years, with the ability to machine high-precision products. CNC machine 

constitutes a major portion of machine tool manufactured today. The development of 

the machine from manual machine to CNC machine has significantly impacted 

engineering manufacture today. This is evidence from the replacement of conventional 

machines by CNC machines in many of the machine shops.  

There is various type of CNC machine with different configuration as well as 

from different company. The concept of CNC is come from basic idea of numerical 

control, NC. The idea of numerical control started when the automation of machine 
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tools originally incorporated specific concepts of programmable logic. The first NC 

machines were built in 1940s. The metalworking industry began relying NC machine 

on paper punch-tape applications also can call G-Codes to program instructions used 

for manufacturing components. Nowadays, G-Codes is the generic name for a control 

language for CNC machines to tell the machine to move to various points at a desired 

speed, control the spindle speed, turn on and off various coolants, and all sorts of other 

things. G-codes also as communication tool to give programmer presented ideal of 

designer to machine. In the 1950s, slightly more advanced machines came along based 

on existing tools that were modified with motor designed to move the specific points 

that were fed into the system on punched tape. These early mechanisms were soon 

improved with both analog and digital computers. Then the introduction of computer 

technology into the concept of numerical control led to what we now know as 

computer numerical control, CNC. There was different type of CNC machines with 

various of configuration, but all the concept of CNC machine was same. The basic 

configuration of CNC machine is the axis which is X, Y and Z axis. So, the basic of 

CNC machine is 3-axis milling machine and 2-axis lathe machine. CNC machine with 

more than 3-axis is advance which consist rotate function for the three basics axis 

which A (rotate around x-axis), B (rotate around y-axis) and C (rotate around z-axis). 

Now, many configurations of CNC machines are produce due to can machining more 

complex parts as compared to 3-axis CNC machine. 

Since the advancement of information technology, CNC hardware, and 

software system have been rapidly promoted. Computer-aided design (CAD) and 

computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) are referred to computer software. CAD 

software is the use of computer technology for design and design documentation. 

However, CAM software uses the models and assemblies created in CAD software to 

generate tool paths that drive the machines that turn the designs into physical parts. 

There are the different type of CAD software and CAM software from the various 

company with different structure in the market. However, CATIA (Computer Aided 

Three-dimensional Interactive Application) is kind of multi-platform software for 

CAD, CAM, computer-aided engineering (CAE), product lifecycle (PLM) and 3D 

modeling which developed by French company Dassault Systemes at 1977. Initially, 

CATIA was developed for use in designing the Dassault Mirage fighter jet. Over the 

years, CATIA has developed into much more than a CAD software package which 
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capable in CAD, CAM, and CAE. With this advantage, I choose CATIA V5 as my 

tool to generate tool path and modify the part design of car rim wheel.  

There are various technologies are used to manufacture original BMW light 

alloy wheels. Light alloy wheels can be manufactured from either cast or forge. 

Casting method is the process of the entire wheel including the styling area is cast in a 

liquid of metal. Forging method is processed wheel is forged from a solid piece of 

metal. Next process to reduce the weight of wheel by using flow-forming and undercut 

method which suitable for a cast and forge wheel. Flow-forming is a type of method 

to create a thinner rim base wall and undercut is used removed from the spokes through 

milling, non-strength related mass is reduced. Then surface finishing surface by 

powder coating which gives the wheel corrosion resistance to environmental factors 

such as corrosive road salt. The material used to manufacture wheel must be low 

density to reduce the weight, ability to withstand physical impact, corrosion resistance 

to the normal and saline atmosphere and fatigue resistance. Basically, hypo eutectic 

AL-Si primary alloys with 7 to 12 % silicon content, varying content of magnesium, 

low iron and minor impurity concentrations is used to manufacture wheel. 

The aim of this study is the comparison between two machining parts from 

HSC 70 linear (5-axis simultaneous) and NTX 1000 (turn-mill). The device is used to 

compared is by using 3D scanner since the part is more to freeform surface and less 

skill is required. A 3D scanner is a device serving for the conversion of a real object 

into digital form. The scanned data collect is in point clouds and convert into 3D model. 

Align the CAD of the rim wheel and the result from 3D scanner in Geomagic control 

X, then compare on the 3D scanner result model against the CAD model by using 

Geomagic Control X analysis software. 
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1.2 Problem statement 

The problem of this project is without any research have been done before for 

comparison between 5-axis simultaneous and 9-axis turn-mill machine. The 

insufficient of the research caused lack of real data to compare of these two machines. 

Therefore, conduct this project all the expectation result is based on the configuration 

and superiority of machine. 

According Bologa et al. (2016) research about 5-axis simultaneous CNC 

machine (variant 3) on improving the setups time and machining accuracy of part as 

compared to 3-axis CNC machine-tool (variant 1), and 3+2 as well as 3+1 indexed 

CNC machine-tool (variant 2). Theoretically, 3-axis CNC machine-tools able 

machining many parts with the increased setup time and less complexity and accuracy. 

With indexed CNC machine-tools capable to improve the setup time, more geometrical 

complexity and accuracy of the parts as compared to 3-axis CNC machine-tools. 

Continuous 5 axes CNC machine-tools are more advantage on reduce the setup time, 

more geometrical complexity and high accuracy on machining the parts with compared 

to the others. They analysed the sensitivity of these three types of the CNC machine-

tools. 5-axis CNC machine-tool consist high sensitivity than the other CNC machine-

tools, the graph result as shown below. 

 

Figure 1.1 Graph result of the sensitivity analysis. 

(Adapted from Bologa et al. (2016)) 
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Based on the above research, I can make one simplest hypothesis that is the 5-

axis simultaneous CNC machine-tools is more accurate than 3-axis CNC milling 

machine-tools. Nevertheless, my aim of this project is regarding the comparison 

accuracy on 5-axis CNC milling machine and 9-axis turn-mill machine. Therefore, 

another assumption can be made is the 9-axis turn-mill can machine more accurate as 

compare to 5-axis simultaneous machines. Based on the configuration of turn-mill and 

5-axis simultaneous CNC machine, I can surmise that the 9-axis turn-mill CNC 

machine consists low machining time than 5-axis simultaneous CNC machine. While 

NTX 100 can move simultaneously in 5 axes are C1, X1, Y, Z1, and B, which same 

with HSC 70 linear, the others 4 axes move in sequence with 2 spindle heads. Since 9-

axis has this advantage, means that can reduce setups time and improve the machining 

time. 

1.3 Objective 

i. To compare surface accuracy and machining time between 5-axis simultaneous 

and 9-axis with same software and same parameters. 

ii. To understand the configuration of HSC 70 linear (DMG MORI 5 axis milling 

machine) and NTX 1000 (9-axis turn mill machine) 

iii. To generate tool path that drive the 5-axis simultaneous and 9-axis turn mill 

that turn the designs into physical parts with suitable processes and tool. 
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1.4 Scope 

 This project will focus on machining process from 5-axis simultaneous and 9-

axis turn-mill CNC machine. The same design of rim wheel is machining on two 

different configuration CNC machines which are 5-axis simultaneous (HSC 70 linear) 

and 9-axis turn-mill (NTX 1000) CNC machine. The material used in this project is an 

aluminum cylinder block for 5-axis simultaneous CNC milling and turn-mill CNC 

machine. Therefore, the size of stock of aluminum cylinder block is the one of the 

limitation and the part must resized to fit cylindrical block ø82mm. Next, after scaling 

down the design, the part become smaller and the choice of the tools are the obstacle 

to get the part accurate. The minimum diameter of the end mill tool and ball nose end 

mill available at CNC lab FTK is ø 4mm and ø 3mm respectively. Therefore, the 

accuracy of the machining part difficult to obtain since the part design and size of the 

cutting tools limitation. CATIA V5 CAD/CAM software is carried out to generate tool 

path based on these two configurations of CNC machines. Then, convert the tool path 

to post-processor respectively. The same parameter is used on these two machines as 

the fixed variable for easily compare the machining accuracy. The part is measured by 

using 3D scanner, the data obtain is analysis and compare each other in Geomagic 

control X. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1 Five-axis simultaneous CNC machine 

Every standard CNC machine must have linear motion along the X, Y, and Z 

axes. 5-axis machines have two additional axes of rotation. There are 3 type rotation 

axes are A, B, and C axes which rotates around X, Y, and Z axes respectively. What 

is the 5-axis machining? In 5-axis machining, the additional rotary axes will rotate 

about two of those three primary axes.  

 According to Hwang et al. (2015) and Jung et al. (2002) study on the 

development of post processor for five-axis machining using angle head spindle and 

NC post-processor for 5-axis simultaneous machine of table-rotating and tilting type. 

The concept of their study is development of post-processor for 5-axis machine tool 

configuration with an angle head spindle. There are differences and application of 5-

axis machine tools are HT-HR (Head Tilting and head rotating configuration), HT-TR 

(head tilting and table rotating configuration) and TT-TR (Table tilting and table 

rotating configuration) as shown in below diagram. 
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Figure 2. 1 Configuration of 5-axis machine tool 

(Adapted from Hwang et al. (2015)) 

 

Figure 2. 2 Type configuration of 5-axis machine tool: a) table-rotating/tilting 

type; b) spindle-notating/tilting type; c) table/spindle-tilting type. 

(Adapted from Jung et al. (2002)) 

There were two different configurations of the 5-axis machine tool on Hwang 

et al. (2015) and Jung et al. (2002) especially head tilting and table rotating machine-

tool as show at Fig 2 and Fig 3, but consist head tiling and table rotating, one is lathe 

basic and the other one is based on the milling basic configuration. The important of 




